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Final Information 
to be read in conjunction with the Promoter's conditions 

 
      

Thank you for entering the Guildford City Inaugural Long Course L1 Open Meet. We very much 

look forward to welcoming you, to what should be a weekend of fantastic swimming. 

Below is the final information relating to the meet. Most other information is already covered in 

the Promoter's Conditions which can be found on the GCSC website: 

www.gcsc.co.uk/guildford-city-open-meets/ 

Timings:  Please see the updated Race Schedule on the website, detailing the order of events and 

the timings for the meet. Some of the timings have changed slightly so please be aware of the 

warm up times and when registration closes for your session. 

Layout:  Also on the website is the Layout Diagram of the pool and the surrounding area. It shows 

the entry points for coaches, competitors and spectators, and the location of the registration 

table where swimmers must sign in. 

Space poolside for swimmers will be allocated and clearly marked for all the Club Entries. There 

will also be a space allocated for those swimmers who have entered as Individual Entrants. No 

swimmers should be on the spectator side of the pool. 

As space at the Surrey Sports Park is limited, please can we ask all swimmers to only bring a small 

or medium sized bag poolside. Thank you. 

Programmes: A programme for each day of the meet is available to download and print from the 

website. There will be no printed programmes available to purchase at the meet, but results will 

be published to "Meet Mobile", so results should appear live on the "Meet Mobile" app. For 

those who "tweet", please do share your thoughts, support and experiences on the day using the 

hashtag  #GCOM415 

Medals and Prizes:  Medal winners will be announced and medals should be collected by the 

swimmers from the medal table as there be no formal presentations. The awards to the Junior 

(15 and under) boy and girl and Senior (16 and over) boy and girl for the "swims of the meet", 

determined by FINA appoints, will be published on the GCSC website and cheques for the value of 

the cash prizes will be posted to the winning swimmers' clubs during the week after the meet. 

Most other information relating to the meet may be found in the Promoter's Conditions on the 

website, but for any queries, please email gcsc.meets@gmail.com 

We hope you enjoy the meet and best of luck to everyone. 

 


